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SHIFTER – THE UNAUTHORISED AUTOBIOGRAPHY (THIRD EDITION) 
 
‘Once More With Competence…’ 
 
Author’s Notes and Acknowledgements 
 
The following work documents the time I spent following the band ‘Shifter’ and is the result of unprecedented access to 
their inner circle, thoughts and laundry. I believe that the story that will unfurl before you is an insight into the trials, tears, 
quibbles and quarrels that make up such a potentially successful modern rock band. This account is also intended as a 
self-help manual for any starry-eared youth about to pick up a guitar, microphone or drum kit and lauch down the slipway 
into the choppy waters of rock and, indeed, roll. 
 
Some thanks are due. I’d particularly like to thank everyone without whose co-operation this work would have been much 
shorter. I ought to begin by pointing out that unfortunately due to time and willingness constraints this co-operation did 
not extend to the band itself. The members of Shifter remain notoriously jealous of their privacy and wary of revealing 
anything of their private lives, although given the state of them quite why is a mystery. As this particular avenue of 
information was cordoned off to me I’ve therefore had to piece together the ethos and pathos of Shifter through assorted 
eavesdroppings, half-remembered conversations, and interviews with their friends, family and household pets.  Although I 
can sometimes only speculate as to the mind processes and raw emotions that resulted in such a great stomach of work, 
I’d also like to think that this lack of co-operation has helped me bring a much less biased and more open minded aspect 
to the book.  I feel I have been truly able to produce a warts and all account of their lives in music, digging up some 
additional boils and pustules along the way that other authors may have missed and capturing the band dynamic, insofar 
as there was one.  
 
Inevitably information on such an openly enigmatic and part-time band is difficult to pin down. I therefore relied heavily on 
the band’s long lost website, and some of the programme notes and set lists left over from their short spasm of gigs. As I 
was up against a publishing deadline I cannot vouch for the total accuracy of all the entire account, particularly the 
extensive collection of fictional bits and pieces I felt compelled to embroider into the narrative in the interests of ‘telling a 
story’. Some would call this artistic license, in a similar way to the band themselves who clearly ran up a lot of penalty 
points on theirs during their long career out of the charts. Others would perhaps call it an affectionate tribute injecting 
much needed glamour into the lives of a now defunked band. I’d therefore urge you therefore to think of this not as a 
definitive account or full biography, and more of a ficto-biography, if you will.    
 
Finally I am of course indebted to the band themselves, without whose music I wouldn’t be sitting here right now hurriedly 
trying to finish this in time for Mark’s imminent departure to Australia. 
 
P. 
 
Reading, May 2002 
 
Note for the Second Edition 
 
This work was updated in February 2005 to remove some of the more sensational and apocryphal aspects, and to add 
and remove some errors. This account has also been shorn of extraneneous guff by removing some of the more 
anorakesque detail and now provides more of an update on how the lives of members have progressed since the band’s 
demise (where applicable). References to Mark’s embarrassing chipmunk incident have also been removed at his request.  
 
Note for Third Edition 
 
This work was updated in April 2020 to include all the news from the band since 2005. There wasn’t any.  
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THE UNAUTHORISED AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
 
 
The Cast 
 
Mark Horswill – Overlord, guitarist, keyboardist, bass player, singer, songwriter, producer, strategist, PR, accountant, 
stylist and manager. 
Shell Spurr – bass guitar twangs, wine making 
Lisa Methven (nee Bates) – bangs and crashes, frequent lateness 
Paul Fellows – vocal expression, criticism and archives 
Esther Thackeray – proper singing, hard stares 
Trish Riddell – aural throat duvets, ‘I’m not here’ looks 
Simon Banbury – emergency back up guitar, twinkles, haircut modelling 
Steve Chalker – original and unoriginal keyboards 
Andy Wyeth – a replacement for the irreplaceable Steve 
 
A Pretentious Introduction 
 
Fame. Glory. Success. These are just some of the qualities that the band Shifter heroically failed to attain during their time 
together. However, theirs is a story that needs to be told. Whilst most of us are passive in our appreciation of music, 
others need to actively participate, and leave a sonic legacy that remains unheard through time after they have long since 
put down their instruments and retreated into the real world. This is a tale of history and mystery, of electonics and of 
histrionics, of hearsay and hope. It is a tale of some of these musical foot soldiers who accidentally strove to redefine the 
boundaries of popular music, armed with only a dogged determination to carry on in the absence of the usual indicators 
of popularity. Somewhere, somehow, the tale of Shifter is that of a remarkable success story failing to happen.  For in all 
the hype and hyperbole that failed to surround the band there was always the unmistakable smell of something bigger, 
deeper, louder and less prone to conventional career structures.  
 
I’ve been furtively shadowing the band for many years now, through their highs and lows, their fallow periods, and some 
more of their lows.  I’ve indeed been privileged to see in action the cohesive group dynamic that has propelled the band 
through its many line up changes. It’s often been said that Shifter were a band that were ahead of the times, not least 
those of their own drummer.  So, with a count to four (twice), let me take you on a musical journey ‘beyond the edge’…. 
 
‘Before the war, I was a farmer…’ 
 
Shifter’s history is mainly in the past. It was at the University of Reading that Mark Horswill had the idea of collecting 
together a collective of like-minded individuals to help articulate his sonic vision. ‘Interesting Phenomena’ were soon 
born. The original ‘Phenomena’ line up is shrouded in mystery and shadow, but it is clear from their early output that Mark 
had begun to set about setting his inner dark to music. Much water has been passed since,  but Interesting Phenomena 
soon released a veritable clutch of highly experimental albums to an unaware public. Their first album 'After The Battle' 
was released to a few friends back in 1991, and several albums (since lost) then followed in long succession. 
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Mark spent his early band years hitting keyboards and indulging in 
a spot of vocal expression. However, one day in 1989 he found an 
old guitar in a skip. "I played it until my fingers were slightly sore. It 
was the summer of 89" he once told me. Finding a voice through 
his guitar playing it wasn't long before he found a job doing casual 
warehouse work.  
 
The original Phenomena line up did not persevere. It soon lost its 
bass guitar player who left to pursue his interest in growing up. 
Eventually the rest of the band also felt the inexplicable need to 
leave Reading and as a sudden lone member Mark soon began to 
scout about for potential replacements. For a bass player, he did 
not have to look too far.  There was only one obvious choice, and 
Mark’s then girlfriend Shell was drafted in.  As Shell at the time did 
not know one end of a bass guitar from another she perfectly fitted 
the band’s ‘do-it-yourself’ ethos.   
 
Her bass playing was described by Shell herslf as “an almost 
spiritual rush of sonic transluency which connects unconsiously with 
something deep within” and by others “a kind of dull throbbing 
noise which does your head in”. As Shell soon pointed out, bass 
guitar is a tricky instrument to play. “People always think it's easier 
to play than guitar as it has less strings, but my answer to this is that 
it has more than a pair of shoes and although many people can tie 
their own shoelaces they cannot play bass guitar. I think this proves 
my point.”  
 
The two of them began by briefing dabbling with impassable 
impressions of other recording artists, knocking out well known 
rock anthems including ‘Paradise City’ by Guns ‘n’ Roses, ‘Pride’ 
by U2 and ‘Wave Your Hands in the Air (Say ‘Ooh)’ by The Verve. 
However Mark began to dig down and turn over the sods of 
creativity lying within. “I had impressed with my impressionism. 
Now I wanted to express myself as an expressionist” he remembers, 
“I needed an outlet for my innards”. 
 
It was around this time that they hit upon the idea of ‘The Rude 
Tour’ (1992-1995). Through the Rude Tour the band were fortunate 
in being able to hone their craft by playing to sympathetic friends, 
who were then able to offer expansive and unrestricted advice. It 
began with Sultans of Rude  (Southampton, 1992). In an evening 
which neither of them can remember to forget, Mark and Shell 
quietly emerged from their bedrooms and burst onto an 
unsuspecting Southampton scene. In return Southampton quietly 
went about its business.  Nevertheless this showed the early 
beginnings as a tuneful twosome and the future looked backwards.  
Ambitious to the core, they went on to play Comfortably Rude 
(Southampton & Bath, Nov/Dec 1992), debuting a series of popular 
covers and throwing in one or two Interesting Phenomena songs, 
hoping no one realised. In early 1993 singer Paul mysteriously 
joined the band. Mark explained at the time that he saw a ‘raw 
talent’ in Paul although years later it had still not become apparent 
as to what this talent was.  Mark later defended his decision, 
cheerfully explaining that he had meant raw in the undercooked 
sense. In an unexpectedly candid interview in 1995 Paul explained 
futher; “I’d like to think that each member brings something to the 
band. I bring the critical ability.” Paul's voice was soon being 
described as a cross between Lulu and a 1976 Volkswagen. History 
does not record where Paul met Mark, although rumour has it they 
met as a the result of a bicycle accident in the back streets of 
Reading, with Paul later remarking “We go a long way back. 
Particularly if hit by a lorry.”  
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Having gained Paul’s unique vocal style to become a comfy three piece, 
Mark began to find his musical wind and the band slowly but surely 
mushroomed to a five person quintet. New band members Lisa (drums) 
and Steve (keyboards) soon secured places after extensive auditions of 
the two other people who happened to be in the room at the time. Lisa 
turned out to be from the 'If It Moves Hit It' school of drumming which she 
attended before graduating from the University of Stop When Least 
Expected. Her influences were said at the time to include the neighbours 
and potatoes.  Steve managed to secure his place in history by virtue of 
his uncanny ability to distinguish between the black and white bits on a 
keyboard. Interviewed at the time he said “I see this as a journey to my 
musical destiny, and the rest of the band are my passengers.” 
 
This new cohesive musical unit did not have to wait long until opportunity 
dropped itself into their collective laps.  Wish You Were Rude (Bath, 
December 1993) soon allowed the new band to unfurl its aural manifesto.  
 
Around this time, and in an early spurt of uncharacteristic creativity Paul 
apparently produced his little known, seldom heard and non-legendary 
1992 album, 'Under The Stairs'. Songs, or ‘ear installations’ as he 
inevitably preferred to term them were variously described by listeners as 
‘challenging’, disorientating’ and 'a tragic waste of electricity'.  Information 
about this album is notoriously difficult to track down, leading many 
leading Shifter commentators to conclude that this album never really 
existed, except in Paul’s head. 
 
It wasn't until 1994 and the release of their tricky first album ('The Scarred 
Land') that the band finally began to find their musical teeth. This critically 
unacclaimed album sculpted together a quite heady and often conflicting 
range of sounds, which very much set the band on their way, although to 
where no one was sure.  
 
“A bright and shiny day…’   
 
By this time the band needed to start thinking about taking the music to a 
wider audience. A special evening of music, visuals and mostly dry ice 
was the result.  In the Name of Rude  (Reading Alleycat, March 1994) 
turned out to be one of the more important gigs as the band performed for 
the first time in front of a good few people who had come to the venue 
expecting value for money and a good night out. Entrance for the evening 
was billed as being ‘by admission only’. Taking a tip from the airline 
industry the band started by helpfully pointing out the emergency exits to 
the audience beforehand and then went on to perform a series of 
energetic covers in a manner perhaps not envisaged by the original 
composers.  
 
With the glare of the nation's media firmly focussed elsewhere, the band 
then felt it safe to return to the University Psychology Department for 
Rude Awakening (Reading, December 1994.)   This was no ordinary gig.  
This concert saw the advent of a new multimedia Interesting Phenomena. 
This was an audio-visual feast for eyes, ears, nose and throat, which 
belied the budget to which the band were working to. According to Paul 
the show’s eye stopping lighting effects were achieved using just ‘an 
anglepoise lamp, some Quality Street wrappers and a large metal bowl’. 
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The second full Interesting Phenomena line up, seen here relaxing between arguments. 
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Buoyed up by the advent of this new visual element the band were soon thinking about how they could push forward 
what they termed their ‘performance’. The idea of RUDE TV was soon born. The band wished to turn the whole ‘concept 
of gig’ into an elegant experiment to gauge the public’s physical and emotional reactions to a bombardment of images, 
sound and light. Early ideas for slogans to be flashed up behind the band during performance included ‘Does This Hurt?’, 
‘Are You Frothing At The Mouth Yet?’ and ‘Do You Suffer From Apoplexy?’  Fortunately this concept was never really 
executed, although it was hoped at the time that Interesting Phenomena’s gigs would soon be filmed and broadcast to a 
new internet audience of dozens. In an early experiment at a gig, a representative from the Interesting Phenomena 
organisation told me excitedly, "Today's technology is so advanced that the entire video relay unit can be housed at the 
bottom of a pint glass, which I shall be closely monitoring throughout the performance."  
 
Undeterred by the sudden lack of international acclaim that followed the band admirably stuck to their principles and in 
March 1995 produced a further album (Beyond The Edge) which again went on to fail to sell in truly massive quantities 
around the globe. Paul helpfully described the new album as "a progression, chronologically speaking". By now the band 
had amassed an impressive bucket of songs and an intention to take the world by storm, or failing that, a kind of 
unrelenting drizzle. A combination of bloody mindedness and a refusal to stare facts in the face lead to yet another 
musical spectacular, Rude Alone (Reading University, March 1995), which was a promotional gig aimed at promoting the 
new Beyond The Edge album (at the time priced £1.00 or nearest offer). Keyboard maestro Steve Chalker (a.k.a. ‘Mr Grin’) 
was particularly enthused by this gig and interviewed at the time said  “I will be using a two way networked keyboard 
interface tonight. I would have used three but someone pointed out that I only have two hands.  I am currently working on 
a solution to this problem in my labs at home”. 

The set list then kicked off with a boisterous if randomly 
played version of ‘Clockman’, and early proto-hit, except with 
out the hit bit. As an aside for Shifter anoraks, it is thought by 
band scholars that there are in fact at least six remixes of this 
song available (Shifter anoraks were available from the 
merchandise division together along with some of Mark's 
more anatomically correct cat sculptures.) Version one is on 
Paul's hyper-rare, possibly mythical and shockingly marketed 
solo concept album 'Under The Stairs'. Version two unusually 
turned up on the B side of 'The Scarred Land' CD, and later 
appeared on 'The Most of Interesting Phenomena' 
retrospective. Version three is only spoken about at times of 
extreme stress. Version four is under lock and key. Version 
five appears on the 2018 ‘Back for More’ album, which was 
never relased. Version six currently exists in Paul’s head only 
and its release is being held back due to incompetence.  

A programme that accompanied ‘Rude Alone’ still exists in 
the band’s archive. This helpfully explains that the band 
aimed to ‘take the audience on a musical journey through 
your emotions, from the soaring aural epiphany of desire to 
the gutteral dregs of sodden despair and hopelessless’. It 
went on the explain the band’s philosphy – “we wish to be 
untehered to conventional rock soundscapes and unshackled 
by the traditions of western musicality”.  
  
Although now somewhat tangled in the curtains of history, 
sometime around this era the band also played the Alleycat 
complex in Reading. The performance is notable as it is the only time that the band performed without Mark, which 
allowed him to assess the performance from within the audience, looking smug. Possibly traumatised by this experience, 
Steve then sensationally quit the band at this point to pursue a solo career in accountancy. He was however soon 
persuaded to return for one last final tearful and emotional gig, billed as  ‘Rude Reunion!’ amongst the band  (April 1995).    
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Soon the band were discussing what to do next, feeling that 
they had driven up the musical sliproad to a roundabout in their 
career. Firstly they were without a keyboard player and smile 
coach. Indeed, it was becoming difficult to imagine anyone 
filling the vacuum that was Steve’s hole. However, after a long 
search Mr Andy Wyeth eventually stepped in with his fingers to 
fill Steve's shoes, which Steve had left empty having found 
some new shoes to wear in the Bristol area. Andy secured the 
job by telling the band that he'd played in bands before, 
including a brief yet turbulent spell with Swedish smiley pop 
gonks Roxette.  According to his CV since sensationally quitting 
The Clash, Andy had embarked on a few solo projects, under 
the name 'The Dave Clark Five'.  "I didn't feel at home when 
solo" he explained, "as I needed someone else to blame, like 
when I was in Fleetwood Mac." Andy had apparently spent his 
formative years as chief bongos player with Dexy's Midnight 
Runners. As a trained chemist, Andy also felt that his technical 
know how (of chemistry) would be of great use to him on stage, 
which was something he had discovered during his morning 
with the Jimi Hendrix Experience. Andy was at the time working 
for the National Rivers Authority as a, um, River Technician and 
upon being asked for his thoughts on joining yet another band, 
Andy explained "It’s cool to be in a band without all the 
pressures that come with success, like when I was in Suede."  
The son of the ex-Prime Minister Harold Wilson, Andy liked to 
spend his spare time collecting dead leaves into a large plastic 
bag.   
 

Newly augmented, the band felt able to continue the Rude Tour, 
and were carried forward by natural enthusiasm and a series of 
not terribly well thought out contractual obligations. They were 
soon back at the University to play Someone Else's Rude (12 
July 1996). Five new songs were premiered that night, together 
with a completely new selection of mistakes. Inevitably, the band 
never termed them ‘mistakes, more ‘ruptures in the soundscape’, 
or ‘departures from the turgidly predictable’. The band were also 
able to officially unveil Andy for the first time at this gig, as use of 
the veil had previously led to problems with his abilty to play the 
correct notes on occasions.  

 
Not content with just the one new star player that night, the band 
also revealed Ms. Trish Riddell, who had agreed to lend a throat 
on backing vocals.  The arrival of Trish was the result of endless 
hours of interviews, auditions and Mark's frankly illegal and 
dangerous personality testing procedures. Interviewed at the time, 
Tricia told reporters "I haven't signed anything yet, I just felt sorry 
for them." Outside the band Tricia spent her spare time strapping 
babies into hideous gothic apparatus and conducting unspeakable 
experiments on them involving direct current.  
 
With Andy adding a myriad of synthesised washes to Trish’s aural 
duvets and Paul’s expressive oral yelping the result was a whole 
new direction in sound. It became immediately obvious that Trish 
didn’t so much hold a tune as knee it in the groin and wrestle it to 
the floor.  In the following months she proceeded to communicate 
in rehearsals entirely through the medium of mime and hard 
stares, which the rest of the band then pretended to understand. 
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To support their gigging, the band soon began to feel the need to salt 
over their somewhat slippery finances.  A full Annual General Meeting 
was called (Interesting Phenomena -In Committee, July 1996). Item one 
on the agenda included a review of accounts for the fiscal year, which 
revealed a loss of £232.98, or a profit per shareholder of -£38.83. The 
gross operating profit of £4.50 earned over the past financial year had 
already been used in the successful purchase of two pints of Tenants 
Export lager. To their credit (or it this case, debit), the band were not 
terribly discouraged by this state of affairs, and were later reported as 
saying that they felt it “important to make a statement against the profit 
hungry disposition of the industry”.  
 

 
 
 
Item two of this meeting was to update the band’s mission statement. 
The operational statement at the time (‘to get good’) had already guided 
the band through the crucial start up phase but was now to be replaced 
with something that Mark felt would set a suitable challenge for the 
forthcoming year, namely 'to render all other groups musically obsolete 
by Christmas'. Item four of the agenda that night was deciding the new T 
Shirt design. Excitement had already mounted earlier in the week when 
Mark and Paul began to explain their plans for Shifter T Shirts. 
Excitement quickly dismounted again as it transpired that they meant T 
Shirts belonging to members of Shifter that they wish to get rid off to free 
up wardrobe space at home, and not proper band T Shirts with the 
Shifter logo on and everything. 'Hygiene reasons' was the official 
explanation for why this particular idea did not eventually go ahead.  
 
Finally, it was also at this meeting that the concept of rebranding 
Interesting Phenomena to rename it ‘something shorter’ was finally  

Mark retrieves the band’s 1996 gross income, which 
had just rolled under his kitchen units. 
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discussed. Hundreds of alternatives were suggested, scrawled on wallpaper and bandied about by the band. None, 
however, appeared to capture the true hue of the cultural collective. Eventually, following a long and tortuous consultation 
process a new name was decided upon in the spirit of true compromise.  Interesting Phenomena were no more. From the 
little acorns of Interesting Phenomena the mighty shrub of ‘Shifter’ was to grow. 
 
The first time the band performed as Shifter was again for the Reading 
University Psychology Pantomime (December 1996).  This gig was 
notable due to the early appearance of a Mr Simon Banbury on 
emergency back-up guitar. With Simon’s low-key help and unflappable 
presence, the night led to the permanent acquisition of Simon who had 
clearly found his sonic cubby hole. As a band of seven members the 
band had now truly exceeded their early promise to be bigger than the 
Beatles.  

Meanwhile the final bit of fairy dust magic was being sprinkled on the 
first album from the newly formed Shifter. Many had remarked that the 
album was taking its time. I spoke to one of the producers (Mark) at the 
time, who told me that they were “trying to build on our strengths and 
weaknesses. This will be a concept album, the concept being to sell as 
many as possible."  
 
Looking and indeed hearing it back now they did manage to produce an 
album (‘Insects’) that was quite unlike anything else ever heard. The 
accompanying notes to the album contained an unusual disclaimer that 
Shifter management will not ‘be held liable for any accidental damage to, 
or loss of, hearing, direction, reality, pedestrians or morality when listening 
to this recording.’ As ever for such a commercially unastute band, the 
accompanying merchandise was restricted ‘some commemorative insects 
lovingly plucked from the contents of Andy’s hoover bag’. Oddly, none of 
the band’s restricted fanbase felt the need to own any of these items. 
 
‘Swamped in a sea of millions…’  
 
By this time the new possibilities afforded by improving recording technologies allowed the aspiring home musician to 
whip up a soufflé of sounds and batter of beats from the comfort of their own bedroom. Producers Mark and Paul already 
had a long history of shaping and bending the distinctive ‘Shifter Sound’, which they largely put down to an enlightened 
sense of ignorance, cheap equipment and copious quantities of tea.  “It was really a matter of waiting for the technology 
to catch up with us you know, to the point where it was simple enough so we felt competent to use it” Mark once 
explained.  
 
However, the band were first and foremost a fully functioning live noise unit. They finally set about acknowledging their 
potential public audience. Realising that the time was now, they shyly ventured into the public realm.  
 
Their first proper public gig was held at The Rising Sun Public House, Reading in November 1997. The gig was 
memorably described by the band variously as 'more fun than sex in marmalade' and ‘scarier than a bag full of disgruntled 
vipers’. It revealed a new shorter sound, and their belief in the catchy three minute pop song was finally seeing the light of 
day, although it was in fact dark at that time of the evening. The band played a loose and breezy set at a nervous speed 
that was unmatched by all but the more extreme death metal bands. It was at this first gig that Paul tried to minimise the 
potential for disaster by helpfully wearing a white T Shirt with the set list printed on the back, thereby ensuring that the 
band behind him stood at least a fighting chance of knowing where they were at any given point.   
 
Amazingly, for such a fledgling band they were soon booked up beyond their dreams. It was only one week later that the 
band once again played the Rising Sun. They were supposed to be supporting famed local band Riser, who perhaps 
sensing what they were up against sensibly failed to turn up. The band therefore found themselves headlining on only 
their second gig.  

 ‘He is a twisting on the edge of the universe…’ 
 
Next up, unusually for such an up and becoming band was the traditional Reading University Psychology Department 
Pantomime. The disco afterwards was billed as being provided by ‘DJ Smallpaul’, which on the night turned out to be 
Paul standing behind a pillar with a tape recorder. There was no stopping the band’s hunger to conquer new venues by 
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this point. In February 1998 a new milestone was casually heaved aside.  For the first time the band played famed local 
venue The Alleycat, (RIP), which had or would host bands such as Blur, Feeder, Terrorvision and Chumbawamba. 
 
With an ever expanding bag (if the bag was rubberised and could inflate) of new songs the band soon felt the need to lock 
themselves away in a recording studio and produce perhaps the definitive band live album, ‘Flying’. The album was an 
exhilarating canter (and at time barely controlled gallop) through the their back catalogue, and the final version set out a 
heady nest of songs held together with the band’s archetypal musical spit.  
 
Around this time, like many hedonistic rock stars, Mark had a 
run in with the law that threatened the band’s future. This was 
not the first time that he had had a brush with authority, as 
already ‘had form’ through his previous late payment of 
Council Tax and the fact that he once was stopped for not 
having any bicycle lights. This time Mark was stopped by the 
Police who claimed to smell marijuana in his car.  On closer 
inspection this luckily turned out to be a combination of odours 
including mildew and some residual gas from his digestive 
tract. 
 
The band were now on a roll, and indeed rock, and were 
almost playing entire songs without stopping for an argument 
half way through.  At the next gig (The Rising Sun Institute, 
May 1998) it was only the most eagle-eared amongst the 
audience that would have noticed the freeform departures  
from conventional musical structures that had been 
characteristic of the band’s early output. It was soon time for 
another return to the band’s venue of choice The Alleycat (June 1998). This gig was marred slightly by Mark’s guitar being 
slightly out of tune, itself the result of him accidentally striking it across the head of one of the vocalists. A footnote to that 
night’s set list include instructed that ‘pre-agreed expressions are to be adopted during certain songs (six to be allocated 
beforehand, including’teeth gritted with tongue hanging out, ‘pretty vacant’, ‘just eaten an onion’ and ‘cow with head 
stuck in electric fence’. This gig was also notable as they were now attracting the attention of the national rock press 
(picture, right). 

 

 

 

But things could not go so right for so long, or too long for so right. It was around this time that Andy left, without 
permission. His whereabouts still remain a mystery and have become part of the myth that surrounds the band. Some say 
he just couldn’t take the pace and disappeared to be at alone with himself. Others say he just wanted to return to his first 
love, water.  Whatever the reason his unexpected departure forced some band rethinking. In a scheduling calamity, Trish 
was also unable to supply herself for the next performance and hence the band took the brave decision to perform as a 
four piece for the first and last time (The Boxing Club, Reading, July 1998). Performing in a boxing ring turned out to have 
some advantages in terms of its extra springy floor, which allowed the band to bounce about like salmon on a trampoline. 
Most notably this gig contained the only ever rendition of ‘Locked In’.  This remains a highly complex and technically 
adventurous song which was in what the band called a ‘poke-funk’ style. Starting in an Abba-esque formation Mark and 
Shell’s following duelling guitar formations proved thrilling as they whipped up an initially distant audience into a froth of 
anticipation. Sadly, however, the band felt unable to play ‘Locked In’ again.  Defending this decision Shell explained at the 
time that they still “really liked the song in places. Just not public ones.” 
 

Shifter’s extensive NME coverage in full 
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 ‘One less drum a beating…’ 
 
At this point Trish also mysteriously felt the need to leave the band amid rumours of 
creative differences, although the rest of the band strenuously denied any 
allegations of creativity in the first place. The official reason for her departure was 
given at the time as being due to 'occupational differences'. This event clearly sent 
shockwaves through the band's carefully structured dynamic and seemed to send 
the band into a period of tortured self-reflection. Exhausted by their punishing 
schedule and shocked by the departure the band took the last months of 1998 off 
"to get our heads together and see how many we had left". However, far from sitting 
around doing nothing the band did in fact spend the time working on new material, 
described by insiders as having ”a durable felt-like quality”. 
 
It was never the case that the band would ever give up the musical cause without a 
fight, or at least a proper argument. It wasn’t long before the band found a 
replacement Trish following extensive auditions of those who happened to live with 
members of the band at the time. Classically trained, Esther did in fact have a 

disadvantage to overcome compared to other members of the band, in that she had some previous experience of music 
and choral work.  Having sung in proper choirs for much of her vocal life singing in a modern rock band was not an easy 
transition, and it was in fact a while before she stopped singing in Latin. Eventually she was able to put aside some of her 
preconceptions of what she considered to be music, and despite some early hiccups (which were put down to diet) she 
soon settled in. To her credit Esther found her feet quickly and was soon using them to get to rehearsals. 
 
Her first challenge was a private gig at the Alleycat Studios in June 1999. The night was billed as the 'Eggs & Mocheck' 
gig. There has been considerable debate amongst Shifter scholars as to the exact meaning of ‘Eggs and Mocheck’1. An 
internet search of ‘Mocheck’ at the time took you to the Physics Department at Herriot Watt University so it’s perhaps 
best to ask them. The band also released an internal practice tape of the same name during this period, clearly marked 

‘for internal use only’ and ‘Warning: under 
no circumstances should this be used for 
the purposes of entertainment’. 
  
In an attempt to leap into the twentieth 
century the band finally acquired a website 
around this time, which led Mark to 
memorably describe the band’s marketing 
as "quality sacrificed at the altar of speed 
with the dagger of momentum, concealed 
by the velvet curtain of glossy 
presentation." 

 
Gossip from the former Shifter Website:  
 
Rumour has it... 

-Mark records all his guitar solos whilst standing up. He is in fact allergic to sitting down and has to wear special hypo-
allergenic underpants to combat the problem. Top bottom experts are baffled as to the cause. 

-Shell's Bass Guitar is connected to the Internet. When not playing she can use it to order spare parts for her antelope 
from a small dealer on the outskirts of Antwerp. 

-Simon once performed an entire rehearsal in just his socks.  And they weren’t on his feet. 

-Mark originally began playing the ukulele having practiced first in front of the mirror with a table tennis bat. 

-Simon has had a dry roasted peanut stuck in his ear since childhood. 

-Lisa can also play the potatoes. 

-One of Mark’s feet is bigger than both of Shell’s when she’s sitting down. 

-Shifter’s music  was once banned in Israel by the Israeli Security Forces (this one’s actually true). 

 
11Comprehensive research in 2004 revealed that ‘Eggs and Mocheck’ was thought to be a reference to the ‘Cook’s Tale’ in Geoffrey Chaucer’s ‘Canterbury 
Tales’ (1386). This turned out to be rubbish - subsequent research in 2006 led to the conclusion that the lyric was a mishearing of the second line of Blur’s 
‘Song 2’ (1997). Reseach in 2020 just couldn’t be bothered.  
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‘It’s a pity about the words we say…’ 
 
On Esther’s arrival a Shifter Songbook was produced to consolidate the bands lyrics into one place and to give out to 
fans in the hope that it stimulated community singing at gigs.  It contains a useful insight into the work of the band as it 
sets out a ‘note on lyrics’ which explained that the ‘songs of Shifter contain some of the most complicated lyrics ever 
recorded in the history of popular music, and some songs are harder to sing than singing Bohemian Rhapsody backwards 
through a hospipe whilst hanging by your ankles from a balcony. Should you experience difficulties in hearing some words 
please do not blame the singer who has often difficulty effectively structuring his points across within proper grammatical 
frameworks or full word usements in context without suffocation.’ 
 
 

‘Dance To The Music…’ 
 
To the casual observer the band’s stage routines around this time may have had the 
appearance of being just ad hoc and unrehearsed jiggling around.  This could not be 
further from the truth. In the early Interesting Phenomena years the vocalist’s stage 
dance repertoire largely consistent of the ‘embarrassed shrug’ followed by ‘the 
hopping dance’, and if things were going really well, the ‘wavy leg dance’.  This latter 
number was I believe publicly performed only the once in public at a barbecue (Rude 
In a Bun) and mysteriously then failed to catch on with the nation. Unencumbered as 
they were with any sense of cool this did not however stop Trish and Paul performing it 
privately in rehearsal until their joints were no longer able to cope with its severe 
physical demands.  These moves, when combined with Mark’s trademark ‘flying leap’ 
and Andy’s knowing eyebrow gesticulations made for an magnetic yet uncoordinated 
visual feast for any Shifter audience. This was nothing however compared to earlier 
post gig parties where the band demonstrated a form of collecting dancing that was 
not so much simple rhythmic movement but more of a test of endurance, with moves 
routines executed that usually involved spinning round faster than a ballerina in a 
tumble drier. Indeed, as the informal ‘Interesting Phenomena Experimental Dance 
Collective’ the band were able to pull off some truly extreme choreography. Paul 
explained at the time the band used such after gig opportunities “to work on the very 
edge of modern dance, where movement, sound and bodies collide. We are trying to 
forge new directions in modern dance. Usually this direction is outwards, at speed”. 
 
To help establish a connection between band and audience Paul was occasionally 

required to perform at rehearsals to an imaginary point, represented by an everyday object attached to the wall. On most 
weeks this everyday object was an old tea towel of Mark’s. For its part the tea towel was able to uncannily replicate the 
similarly inert characteristics of any Shifter audience.  

“Where’s the gig?” An early 
marketing disaster. 
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‘Vanish without a trace, there…’ 
 
In the meantime the band continued to plough the live furrow in an attempt to further sow the seeds of global domination.  
For a while this ran smoothly, but it wasn’t long before the band’s careful dynamic was again soon undynamised when 
Simon suddenly mysteriously felt the need to leave. The rumour mill at the time went into overdrive but Mark claimed that 
Simon had left for ‘reasons of geography’. The rest of the band suspected some other motive, as they had in fact long 
suspected that Simon of using the band as a front for his research activities. It was surely no coincidence that Simon’s 
research expertise was in acoustic psychology. He also appeared to own the only guitar amp in rock history that was able 
to pick up local radio transmissions.  Although the band were upset at the loss of such a solid and unusually dependable 
member Simon’s departure did at least have the unexpected benefit of forcing Mark to play guitar with both of his hands, 
and sometimes some other people's as well. The band briefly discussed the issue of replacements, but felt it unlikely that 
they would ever find someone with the qualities that a true Shifter member would display - tenacity, determination, a free-
thinking spirit, an inquisitive mind, huge amounts of patience and not least that all important dash of mindless optimism 
that kept the band where it was.  
 
Interestingly, the band now had a female bias.  A further gig at 
South Hill Park, Bracknell (September 1999) alerted the band to this 
fact, with the promoter labelling Shifter as a 'girl band'. This came 
as a bit of a shock to Mark and Paul. He went on to say that he’d try 
to involve them in a ‘ladies evening’ sometime in the future.  At a 
rehearsal soon afterwards a somewhat non-plussed Mark and Paul 
discussed their new found responsibilities of being in a girl band. 
Mark in particular was finding it difficult to come to terms with the 
responsibilities that being a post-feminist cultural role model could 
bring and Paul was already complaining of having to queue for the 
toilet at gigs.   
 
‘Once More With Competence…’ 
 
Rehearsals continued apace, despite the variability of attendance amongst the 
component parts of the band. The band, adaptable as ever, were easily able to 
overcome this. When one evening Lisa was unable to turn up for rehearsal Mark was 
surprisingly able to replicate the rhythm of her drums by using all four of his cheeks in an 
enterprising manner. Rehearsals had in fact settled into a relaxed and affable affair by 
this point, with none of the pressure that might have been found with a more ambitious 
or successful band.  The rehearsal process had shifted to an enjoyment of the process 
itself rather of the seeking of an end result. “Not so much the goal, more the dribble”, as 
Mark eloquently put it at the time. This was probably just as well given that opportunities 
for genuine creativity were limited by lack of time and the band’s more relaxed attitude 
to timekeeping. By way of illustration, a time and motion study of a two hour rehearsal 
revealed the following:  
 
8.00p.m Previous band shuffles out, Andy at Impact Studios puts the kettle on;  
8.05p.m Mark arrives by bicycle, enters the rehearsal room and begins untangling wires;  
8.10p.m Esther and Shell arrive and stand around chatting randomly; 
8.15p.m Lisa arrives like whirlwind in work clothes, looking stressed and claiming that she was just outside 

Middlesbrough 45 minutes ago;  
8.17p.m Mark still untangling wires;  
8.25p.m Paul arrives, claiming that he thought it was Thursday;  
8.26p.m Paul assembles Lisa’s drums; 
8.35p.m Paul dismantles and reassembles Lisa’s drums having been pointed out where he went wrong. 
8.50p.m Paul creates some interesting feedback and gets told off;  
8.57p.m Mark and Shell plug themselves in and begin extensive knob twiddling and effect mangling; 
9.00p.m Assorted warm up exercises and Mark’s attempt to break parts of Lisa using his own peculiar brand of 

martial arts;  
9.06p.m Discussion of what to play first;  
9.10p.m 35 seconds of trying to play the first song but realising that each members is playing a different song or has 

taken the opportunity over the course of the week to completely forget what they did last week; 
9.12p.m After consultation of last week’s incomprehensible notes, 3 minutes of really playing the first song, or failing 

that, whatever each person can manage under their own circumstances;  
9.15p.m 10 minutes of blamestorming and explaining how it was all someone else’s fault; 

Impact Studio’s possibly over zealous 
studio policy 
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9.25p.m Mark announces an intention to grow a pony tail, although not in the usual place, followed by group 
discussion; 

9.27p.m Discussion of  ‘why don’t we play that one any more’; 
9.30p.m Reminder of ‘why we don’t play that any more’;  
9.33p.m Lisa asks to be moved as she has now stuck to the radiator; 
9.35p.m Quick game ‘Name That Tune’ with the band next door.  Paul puts his hand up to ask permission to go to the 

toilet.  Permission is refused; 
9.37p.m Mark's inter-song finger training exercises are misinterpreted by the rest of the band as his attempt at basic 

mime. His clever illusion of 'man being swallowed by a whale' is later ruined as he explains he was simply 
taking his pullover off at the time; 

9.50p.m Paul still not back from the toilet.   
9.55p.m Lisa goes off in search of first aid; 
10.00p.m Packing up. Mark retangles his wires ready for next week; 
 
 ‘You can blame it on the competition…’ 
 
The band then threw themselves inadvertently into a local bands competition. Despite their open contempt for the 
concept of competition within the artistic sphere, the band were nevertheless thrilled to win their first heat (College Arms, 
Reading March 2000). The band received unextensive local press coverage and confidently cruised into the next round.  
They played a blinder only to lose out on what was obviously a vote rigging scam. The competition was linked to a 
Budweiser national competition to win £1000 of music gear, and the band recognised this and went for it, drinking much 
Bud on stage and stopping frequently to remark upon the cool refreshing properties of their favourite beer. As a national 
competition an internet voting system was also in place, with Shifter leading the regional heat at one point.  Later they put 
this down to their mini-legions of fans, their multitude of e-mail addresses and their promise to blow any prize money on 
“nose harps and creative drugs”. 
 
Finally, and somewhat belatedly the ‘Pins & Needles’ album arrived.  Progress on this album had been slow, with Paul 
later admitting that production was progressing with all the speed of “a rat up a hosepipe”.  
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Soon the band were once again tossing over the pros and 
cons of doing cover versions of ‘other people’s’ songs. 
Several band members liked the idea, although others 
rightly pointed out that they ought to be able to play their 
own stuff first. The band had at this point never played 
covers in front of an unselected public, despite some flirting 
and indeed eventually getting off with other people’s songs 
in the past (they were over very quickly though, leaving the 
band strangely unfulfilled). By this time the various band 
member’s other activities were also beginning to reap 
professional dividends.  In particular, in June 2000 the rest 
of the band learned (through the Reading Evening Post) that 
Mark had been nominated for a national lecturing reward.  
The article clearly demonstrated the mutually reinforcing 
dual roles that Mark had, as both a respected university 
lecturer and local rock god.  In the article University pro-
vice chancellor Mr Fulford said that Mark had “an attractive 
lively style with the adept use of visual aids and demonstrations”. The rest of the band figured he’d never been to a Shifter 
gig.  Sadly it is unknown as to whether Mark concluded his lectures silhouetted in a shower of fireworks shouting 
“thanyouangoonight!” or whether it was his cunning use of leather trousers that helped “engage student interest”. 
 
 ‘Feed a rabbit dreams, and drunk in boats’ 
 
After a lengthy break over the summer the band reconvened in November 2000 to furiously work out what they could still 
remember how to play. This was in response to a forthcoming gig at ‘Bar Oz’, a then furtively fashionable venue opposite 
Reading Station, cunningly disguised to resemble the top of a ventilation shaft. The evening did not go well, with Mark in 
particular finding guitar playing difficult following his unfortunate street luge accident whilst practicing for the Woodley 
Extreme Sports Festival. Despite only reaching an estimated 4 mph at the event due to the relaxed topography of the 
popular Reading suburb Mark still managed an impressive collision with a Mr Whippy ice cream van. With medical help he 
was eventually able to remove his rubber body stocking and straighten at least three of his fingers, enabling him to once 
again play guitar. However, the shouts of 'make mine a 99' between songs did little to lift his mood as the evening 
progressed. As ever the band continued to ‘think beyond music’ and were still exploring other creative possibilities. As 
befits such a visual band, they had already begun to piece together plans for a 'SHIFTER ON ICE' spectacular.  These 
plans were eventually put on ice (or not, in fact) after initial investigations at Bracknell Ice Rink proved the concept 
brought with it unforeseen problems. In particular Paul fell whilst attempting a rather fine triple sulco and was unable to 
stand up as his microphone lead had been repeatedly wrapped around him. Shortly afterwards he lost the ability to sing 
as the left side of his face froze to the ice. 
 
“We had some highs…” 
 
However, the band soon began to realise the extent of Shell’s drugs problem. A brief spell experimenting with party 
poppers resulted in her being admitted to the Royal Berkshire Hospital with burns to throat the band soon took action. 
Fearing that the press were on to her strange behaviour and the headlines in the Woodley Chronicle that may follow, the 
band forced her to go cold turkey.  After several rounds of cold turkey she promised to never do it again. Shell had also 
begun to have strange ambitions to break the national scene and go solo. She decided that the most suitable creative 
vehicle and chance at national TV exposure would be through an appearance on ‘Stars In Their Eyes’ and had decided 
that she would attempt to mimic the scientist Marie Curie, despite earnest attempts by the rest of the band to explain the 
whole 'Stars in Their Eyes' concept to her one more time. Despite failing to make the auditions she did, however have the 
last laugh when she secured a small research grant later on in the month.  
 
Meanwhile, a new venue was conquered in October 2001, with the band playing the ‘3Bs’ at Reading Town Hall.  At this 
gig the band unveiled a new song called ‘Looking Glass’.  The actual meaning of this song is unclear but Paul once 
explained that it was ‘a song about looking forwards and backwards at the same time, a trick for which you will need a 
small mirror and independently rotating eyeballs’. However, it became clear around this time that the future of the band 
was far from secure. A combination of events soon led to the band’s eventual demise. The particular impetus for the split 
was Mark’s decision to depart for Australia, taking his musical ball with him.  Not to be outdone Esther also announced 
she was leaving for Exeter.  Although Shell, Paul and Lisa talked about carrying on they were laughing too hard at the 
time for this possibility to have any chance of being meaningfully discussed. So, in April 2002 the band played their final 
curtain at the 3B’s, Reading.  As a finale the band then ended their long and glorious career by playing a brief ‘signing off’ 
set at Lisa’s wedding, after which they began to pick up the debris of their lives and piece together a life outside music. 
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Those wedding wovs in full: 
 
“I, the drummer/bassist/vocalist/guitarist take thee, the rest of the band to be my wedded band. To rock and to roll, from 
this day forward, for better or worse, for richer or poorer (but mainly poorer), in deafness and on stage, to play and to 
cherish, until geography do us part. And hereto I pledge you my tunefulness. 

 

 ‘I looked into the future, and it all looked back…’ 
 
So where are they now? Members are now scattered 
around the globe round like loose crumbs from a once 
musical loaf. Paul was reportedly hoping to start his 
own small trout farm (in his room) and take up the 
remixing bowl to make ‘challenging music’.  Early ideas 
included ‘electroskiffle’, ‘hopscotch’ (hip hop 
breakbeats with added bagpipes) and ‘scratch & sniff’ 
(record deck manipulation with sampled sounds of nose 
and throat). In true rock tradition he was already saving 
up for a hair transplant. “I still have all my own hair” Paul 
explains, “ I collect it from the plug hole each evening.  
Soon I will have enough to stuff a small cushion”.  Lisa 
has put down her drums and is now devoting her time 
to married life, children and experimental dog food. The 
last we heard Esther had departed to Devon then 

Wiltshire to follow both the M4 mortorway and her heart, which had already departed some years earlier. Last we heard 
for therapeutic reasons she was working on the band’s history through the medium of experimental needlework. 
 
The internet is abuzz that Shell is still planning to dedicate her life to saving the Amazonian rain forest, or failing that the 
small patch in the Maidenhead area. Her interest in saving it from destruction was ignited following the band’s one 
attempt to play a rainforest benefit gig, which fell through once they found out how much it would cost to fly some 
rainforest into Heathrow. Mark left for Brisbane for what he claimed are personal and work reasons. The last we heard he 
was still hoping to work with Ben Elton on his new West End Musical ‘Seven Brides for Seven Terminators’. Having failed 
to attain success and aclaim in the rock and roll businesss Mark, Lisa and Trish now apparently now eke out a living as 
university professors. According to internet rumour Simon was recording birdsong and himself tapping on random 
discharge and other effluvia piples with a variety of spoons in the hope of making either chillout album or a call for help. 
 
Despite these geographical differences it is hoped that the band will carry on in some truncated form and continue to 
redefine musical subjectivity. A remix album (Back For More) was promised (nineteen years ago) and will hopefully be 
delivered when Paul finds the time and talent. Despite the split the legacy remains. As Mark himself once put it,  “for us 
the music will never die.  Although I like to think we did give it a good kicking from time to time…” 
 
 
 


